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Investigator's report discoverable in MGH retaliation case
No attorney-client privilege, judge says

3, By: Eric T. Berkman o September 26, 2019
A surgeon alleging Massachusetts General Hospital fired him in
retaliation for whistleblower activities regarding its "doublebooking" of surgical procedures was entitled to discovery of a
report produced by the attorney MGH engaged as an
independent investigator, a Superior Court judge has decided.
Plaintiff Dennis Burke, an orthopedic surgeon, raised concerns in
2011 that defendant MGH's practice of allowing the same
doctors to schedule and perform multiple procedures

The plaintiff claims MGH fired him in retaliation

concurrently compromised patient safety. In response, the

for his whistleblower activities.

hospital enlisted former U.S. Attorney Donald K. Stern to
investigate the practice.
MGH did not release Stern's report, purportedly to ensure confidentiality of those interviewed, but publicly claimed
the report did not support Burke's allegations.
Burke was terminated in 2015, allegedly for violating hospital confidentiality policies. When he filed suit against MGH
in 2017, accusing the hospital of retaliating against him for raising concerns first with hospital management and
later with regulators, he sought discovery of the Stern report.
MGH argued that the report was protected by both the attorney-client privilege and the peer-review privilege.
But Judge Rosemary Connolly, who previously ordered production of a redacted version of the report, ruled on
Burke's motion for reconsideration that the hospital must produce the entire report.
"[T]he Defendants' opposition takes a 30,000-foot approach and paints the entire Stern report In broad strokes, as
generally being a communication between counsel and client [but] the redacted report, the Stern engagement letter,
and contemporaneous statements of [MGH officials] all support a conclusion that Attorney Stern was hired to
investigate the practice of 'concurrent' or overlapping surgeries ... and to make recommendations for policy and
procedural changes," Connolly wrote.
Even if MGH could show portions of the report were privileged, Connolly continued, MGH's disclosure of the report
to its public relations firm to help formulate its media strategy "constitutes a waiver of any privilege."
Sword and shield approach?
Burke v. The General Hospital
Counsel for the plaintiff, Ellen J. Zucker of Boston, said the ruling
shows that a company cannot take a "sword and shield approach" to
an investigator's report by providing selective information about it to
the public and to regulators while seeking to hold it as privileged so
nobody can test whether it exonerates the company as claimed.
"The decision makes clear that MGH was trying to put a shine on
things that maybe — if you look at the Stem report and investigative
materials that it turned up — is not quite accurate," Zucker said.
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THE ISSUE: Is a surgeon who alleges

Massachusetts General Hospital fired
him in retaliation for whistleblower

activities related to its practice of
"double-booking" surgical procedures
entitled to discovery of a report
produced by the outside attorney MGH
brought in to investigate the practice?
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